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UL-3470 XXL 81 degrees, 5 Himalayan Crystals

 
 

LIMITED EDITION 

Pyramid XXL 81 degrees (6'' x 6'' X 7 1/4') 5 large Himalayan crystals, with 

ACTIVE / PASSIVE Orgo-Life 5 G & EMF Quantum Equalizer Technology®, 81.0 

degrees (of inclination of the pyramid) VERY VERY HIGH POWER, with Orgo-

Life® Power Transformer/Amplifier, for meditation centers, Yoga, temple, 

therapeutic care center etc…

 
DESCRIPTION : 

 Ideal for manifesting wishes, increasing potency and ultimate power 

 Comes with a flashing or non-flashing red LED light to indicate you are now in ACTIVE MODE. 

 Almost 2 pound pounds (625-700 grams) of 5 x Himalayan Crystals 

 The shape of the pyramid represents the fire element, its direction is South. 

 Similar to traditional incense (specifically sandalwood), this pyramid can be used to connect with 
divinity, ancestors, beings on higher planes (facing east). 

 Active allows to multiply x 1000 times the power 

 Bright LED that flashes or stays on (depending on model)  to indicate active mode 

 Also works great when unplugged, in passive mode 

 Over 20 different stones inside for amazing benefits 

 Titanium, copper, iron and aluminum metal 

 APPLICATIONS: 

 Place on your desk 

 Place in the room for meditation, prayer 

 Seat in the yoga room 
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 Place in meeting room 

 Place in the room of children and parents 

 Place in the dining room 

 Place in living room 

 Place in the treatment room 

 Added special Kunzite stone and crystal 

 Added pyrite stones for abundance 

 Use as a night light in all rooms of the house including the garage and the attic. Thanks to its 
indicator light which indicates that the device is in active mode. 

 

FEATURES :  
-More than 20 different stones inside for extraordinary benefits; -Semi-precious stones; Tiger Eye, 
Amethyst, Garnet, Jet Stones, Himalayan Quartz, Obsidian, Sodalite, Tera Hertz, Agate, Black Kyanite, 
Blue Kyanite, Selenite, Black Tourmaline, Neodymium and Ceramic Magnets, with 1 Copper Coil ( at the 
base), Red Jasper, Clear Quartz, Copper Brass and Aluminum Metal, Gold Leaf, Turquoise, Labradorite, 
Red Ruby etc… Blue Sapphire Stone etc… 
 
The Orgo-Life is created by the process of mixing polyester resin, crystals and metal. When the resin 
hardens, it shrinks and exerts pressure on the crystal. This pressure changes the polarity of the crystal 
creating a piezoelectric effect on the surrounding dirty/chaotic electromagnetic fields, electromagnetic 
frequencies. This effect harmonizes negative electromagnetic fields, or DOR, into positive 
electromagnetic fields (negative ions), or POR. 
 

The Pyramids of Harmonization and Power

 
 
The Pyramid of Power and Manifestations 
 
We have all marveled at the deep mystery of the Great Pyramids. And to this day, we still 
debate who built them and why. Are they portals, powerhouses or expanding 
consciousness? With many commonly accepted myths debunked, the enigma deepens 
even further. 

 
If the pyramid's ability to focus energy can be recreated at the nanoscale, the researchers say 
the same science could be used to create more efficient sensors and solar cells. 
 
The pyramid shape helps to neutralize any access to harmful waves for our health. It is for this 
reason that it is increasingly used by people who rightly or wrongly apprehend the "subtle 
energy attacks" of evil people. Installed near the pyramid, tools, food and living beings benefit 
from curious positive waves. When you are next to a Pyramid, it comforts you and reassures 
you if you fear being disturbed by people considered evil. This real calamity that generates 
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jealousy, nowadays wreaks havoc at all levels of the family, community and society. He spares 
no one and can go so far as to endanger each of us. Protecting yourself has therefore become 
a completely natural reflex. 
 
The special power of the pyramid can be best felt when the pyramid is aligned with the magnetic 
north pole. Countless researchers around the world have found that the pyramid shape alone 
has some remarkable energy properties. 
 
All of our Orgo-Life pyramids contain 5 quartz crystal points (UL-3470) or 9 depending on the 
model (UL-3479). These are placed at the tip of the pyramid, and at its base pointing in the 4 
directions (UL-3470) or 8 directions of Feng Shui depending on the model (UL-3479). The 
natural tips of the crystals help create an energy field. 

 
 
The pyramids therefore have a much stronger and more directed flow of energy and a wider 
radius of effect. Psychics and energy sensitive people will often observe a beam of energy 
coming out of the top of the pyramid - most people can feel this by waving their hand in the air 
above the pyramid and describing it as a feeling of warmth or tingling or pressure on the palm of 
the hand. 
 
These Pyramids were created with the specific intentions of banishing negative energies and 
entities while cleansing home and person. The main intention is to bring harmony into all 
aspects of your life (the grounding). A pyramid functions as a transmitter to direct intention. By 
charging it with your thoughts, it will manifest and harmonize! 
 
The UL-3470 and UL-3479 pyramids therefore have a much stronger and more directed flow of 
energy and a wider radius of effect. Psychics and energy sensitive people will often observe a 
beam of energy coming out of the top of the pyramid - most people can feel this by waving their 
hand in the air above the pyramid and describing it as a feeling of heat or tingling or pressure on 
the palm of the hand. 
 
The special power of the pyramid can be best felt when the pyramid is aligned with the magnetic 
north pole. Countless researchers around the world have found that the pyramid shape alone 
has some remarkable energy properties. 
 
Also known to repel negative energy and harmful electromagnetic waves. Our homes are a 
cesspool of harmful electromagnetic pollution from our phones, Wi-Fi, and other electrical 
devices. The Pyramid effectively absorbs and transmutes these waves into a productive and 
healing wavelength. This is one of the main advantages of this pyramid that attracts people! It 
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protects your body from its harmful effects. 
 
leaner water. Water that has rested near the pyramid will taste better (about 5 minutes) and is 
also healthier. 
 
Purifies the atmosphere. Hence the popular practice of offering pyramids to areas affected by 
EMF pollution. 
 
It is important that it cannot be plugged in all the time, because plugged in is meant to connect 
the beyond above, and unplugged will have more grounding effect. Example a connected week 
and a non-connected week can be a perfect routine or according to your feelings. 
 
Many people have experienced instant relief with a simple pendant, although if you are very 
sensitive to EMF radiation you may need to place more pieces such as: your jewellery, sacred 
objects, letter, written intentions or other near your pyramid. 
 
All of our Orgo-Life pyramids contain a minimum of 5 quartz crystal points. These are placed at 
the tip of the pyramid, and at its base pointing in the 4 directions. The natural tips of the crystals 
help create a much more powerful energy field. 
 
The most powerful and aesthetically pleasing Orgo-Life pyramid for attunement and power you 
can get your hands on, period. This pyramid is designed to be closest to you and the ideal 
location is where you spend most of your time, in the bedroom under the bed/on the nightstand, 
on the work desk, in the studio, at home. workshop, in the meditation room, the treatment room 
or even in the room of a teenager/relative/friend who could benefit from a little help to evolve. 
The field of action of the Pyramid is 15 and 40 feet in passive mode and in active mode, i.e. 
several hundred meters. 
 

WHY IT WORKS 
Why it works, no one seems to be able to explain. Geometry, on the one hand, seems to be key 
- the mathematics embodied in the pyramid is quite complex, as if the pyramid itself was 
designed as a monumental crypt of occult science. 
 
The value pi (3.14159...), the key to the ancient mathematical riddle of squaring the circle and 
cubing the sphere, is contained in the Great Pyramid as the ratio of altitude to circumference. 
Phi (1 .618), a constant of nature, determining the proportion of limbs and trunk in plants and 
animals, is also present in the pyramid as the ratio of the height of a face to half the base . Phi is 
known to artists as the golden section and is the aesthetic proportion on which the architecture 
of the Greeks, ancient Egyptians and others was based. The ancient Egyptians saw it not 
simply as a number, but as a sacred symbol of the archetypal male force: the creative function 
of reproduction in an endless series. 
 
The other key is to orient the pyramid towards the three main axes of etheric energy flow: 1) 
North-South with the magnetic field, 2) East-West with the rotation of the planet, and 3) Up-
Down. with the gravitational field. Thus, the accumulation of energy is maximized with the level 
of the pyramid and its four faces perpendicular to the four directions. 
 
Modern physics-mathematics has not yet admitted the existence of a universal ether, nor 
explained this phenomenon of energy accumulation, although some independent thinkers have 
made progress towards reconciling theory with reality. Pat Flanagan, a stoned doctorate. in 
physics is one such person, offering an explanation in his short and easy-to-read book, Pyramid 
Power. Believing that the Egyptians used concrete geometric computation rather than abstract 
arithmetic computation in their mathematics (due to its superior descriptive/predictive ability), 
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Flanagan offers a geometric approach to describing material reality. Arguing for the universal 
existence of the ether through experimental evidence, he conceives of it as the perfect 
hydromechanical system with virtually no internal resistance, and no "atomic oscillators" to 
prevent the passage of radiant energy. In his diagram, the universal field looks like this: gravity 
is a one-dimensional aether pressure, electricity is a two-dimensional aether current, and 
magnetism is a three-dimensional aether vortex. Moreover, he claims that the pyramid shape 
not only accumulates energy from the earth's magnetic field, but also from the gravitational field. 
 
Eric McCluhan, electronics wizard, son of Marshall and also a pyramid shredder, claims that the 
pyramid creates a "homogeneous electromagnetic field" inside of it. He also demonstrated, as 
did Flanagan, that the pyramid radiates as an upwardly charged body as blue energy capable of 
turning Kodachrome film blue. The two investigators also report that the energy accumulation 
effect is heightened when the pyramid is alternately laminated with organic material and metal 
foil, the technique used by Wilhelm Reich to store this same energy in rectangular boxes called 
energy accumulators. Orgone. 
 
And we at Orgo-Life have developed the 5G & EMF Quantum Equalizer Technology which 
allows us to further amplify the energy emanating from the pyramids. 

 
 
Rotate it, inspect the sides, look below and enjoy all the details that only can be captured in real 
time. 
 
Where do you need it most? This beautiful orgone piece can be placed in your home, office, 
workspace or even at your parents, lover or friend's house. You will be happy to observe the 
positive results such as feeling more relaxed, calm and open. Since it neutralizes the negative 
effect of electromagnetic frequencies and reorganizes chaotic energy fields, next to the wifi 
router, smart meter or near any electronic device are excellent positions for your pyramid. In the 
home or garden, you can see the visible effects with the increased growth of your plants and 
plants. 
 
These pyramids are made with a minimum ratio of 40/60 resin/metals & stones. 
 
**** All Orgo-Life are created in a positive and loving environment. Sage stained and charged in 
either Sun/Moon depending on the destination of each of our Orgo-Life units! 
 
As with all handcrafted items using natural elements, variations in color, clarity, composition are 
to be expected. 
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Nothing is perfect... If it were, it wouldn't be handmade. 

SPÉCIFICATION TECHNIQUE : 

WEIGHT : 1,9 kg approx. (4,208 lbs) 

DIMENSIONS : 6''x 6'' (Base) x 6'' Height approx.. / ou 15 cm X 15 cm (Base) X 15.0 cm Height 

approx.. 

MODEL : UL-3470 

TECHNOLOGY : Active with amplification transformer (x 1000 times more powerful in active mode and 

also without connection in passive mode 

TRANSFORMER/AMPLIFIER: Our booster generator operates on 110 volts or 220 volts (Europe and 

others) 

PACKAGING : 12 x 12 x 12 inches approx.  / 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm approx., 2,1 kg ou 4,8 lbs approx.. 

QTY in package: 1 x 81.0 degree pyramid (inclination of the pyramid) Geo-Quantum (5 very large 

Himalayan X crystals), 1 x transformer/amplifier, 1 instruction booklet, certificates of guarantee and 
conformity. With serial number. 

COLOR : CLEAR transparent polyester resin 

WARRANTY :  25 years  

#CODE BAR :     600291593757 

Come with instructions in FR/EN and warranty certificate 
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